JPUR Snapshot Materials Checklist

As you begin to prepare materials for your publication in JPUR, please be aware that the following items will be needed. Please consider compiling some of these materials in the coming weeks to ensure their readiness for the deadline. The final deadline for all of these materials is **April 15**, but earlier submissions are welcome.

- Your 250-word research snapshot and title (word count does not include title).
- An image that you feel “represents” your research in a way that will interest a general reader. The image should be at least **300 dpi** at a document size of **4” x 6”**. It may show you doing the research or be a graphic generated during the research. **Not all images will be used in the final publication. We will select some of the more compelling options to illustrate the snapshot pages. Original images are recommended. If you are reproducing an image from an already-published source, or taking it off the web, we require that you provide documentation showing you have the rights to republish the image in JPUR.**
- A caption for the image you have supplied. If it comes from a third-party source, please credit the place it was originally published.
- Your faculty/graduate mentor’s 50-word quote concerning you and your research.

**Please visit the following link to see the format of a research snapshot:**
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1044&context=jpur